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ASKing for ASK Network International in 2011
At the beginning of 2010, the third year of ASK Network, we embraced 2 Kings
19:2931: “… In the third year sow and reap, plant vineyards and eat their fruit.
Once more a remnant of the kingdom of Judah will take root below and bear fruit above.
For out of Jerusalem will come a remnant, and out of Mount Zion a band of survivors.
The zeal of the LORD Almighty will accomplish this.”
We thank God for accomplishing this in 2010.
Some of the evidence of the fruit of the vineyards can
be seen in the new international portal to the web
site, the gatherings and development occurring
inside nations, and new national leadership in both
nations and continents. We trust this “fruit above” is
evidence of “root below.”

www.asknetwork.net

The greatest evidence of “fruit above” should be in all of us faithfully meeting to ASK; in twos and
threes, as well as in larger gatherings. Here we need the favor of the Lord on ASK Network in 2011,
just as Caleb’s daughter asked her father for favor in Joshua 15: 1819:
“Caleb asked [his daughter], ‘What can I do for you?’ She replied, ‘Do me a special favor.’”
It is in pressing in to know Him in our gatherings, both small and large, that we will know where He
is leading us. Therefore, in this coming year we must also take to heart the words of Hosea 6:3:
“Then shall we know, if we follow on to know the Lord.” (KJV)
Here are some points to focus on when you …
… ASK for our Network
 Knowing Hosea 6:3 “Then shall we know, if we follow on to know the Lord.” (KJV)
 Waiting Psalm 123:2 “As the eyes of slaves look to the hand of their master, as the eyes of a maid
look to the hand of her mistress, so our eyes look to the Lord our God, till he shows us his mercy.”
 Listening to God and meditating on His Word; Psalm 19:14 “Let the words of my mouth, and the
meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength, and my redeemer.”
 ASKing
Ephesians 6:1718 “Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God. And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests.”
… ASK for Yourself
 God’s blessing of Genesis 1:28 on you in ASK Network: “‘Be fruitful and increase in
number; fill the earth and subdue it.’”
 Paul’s call from Acts 22:14 on you: “The God of our fathers has chosen you to
know his will and to see the Righteous One and to hear words from his mouth.”
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Fulfilling the ASK Vision and Following Our Calling
Here are three means by which we may be encouraged towards fulfilling the vision of ASK Network:
1. ASKing Point: Pray through each monthly edition of ASKing Point. After reading it prayerfully
yourself, ask others to ask with you! “Again, truly I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about
anything they ask for, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.” Matthew 18:19
2. ASK Cards: The ASK Cards provide guidelines to assist you. Currently there are three cards
available for your use: Introducing ASK Network, which provides some general information;
Asking with the Word of God, which teaches us how to meditate in the Bible and pray it; and ASK
for Nations (see sample below), which gives guidelines to help us develop our intercession for the
nations. All of these cards may be obtained from your nation's ASK leadership or, for your
convenience, may be downloaded from the web site (www.asknetwork.net) and printed on
Avery 3380, Avery 8387, or any inkjet postcards.
{Front Side}

3.

Pray through this card and ASK God to give you His vision
for the nations and a strategy to pray for the world.

{Back Side}

Gatherings: Gather together to ASK in small groups and at local and national gatherings. Attend
the first ASK International Gathering in Jerusalem in May 2011 (see below for details).
RECOMMENDED LISTENING

“Asking for the Least,
the Last and the Lost”
A presentation by
Reona Joly
at the UK ASK Conference,
October 2010.
Download at:
ASKUK.Network.net
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